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in modaris’ 2018, we released a new version of modaris, modaris v8 r1. with this version, we extend our functions and advanced usability to the sewing industry. in addition to modaris’ typical features such as patternmaking, fit analysis, and visual design, the new modaris
v8 r1 offers sewing pattern export, patternmaking templates, industry and shop research, and much more. modaris has multiple design functionalities, but its one of the best software in patternmaking industry. patternmaking functions for prototyping, simulating, and
evaluating and garment manufacturing process are powerful to help you make the best product. required accessories. you will need adobe photoshop and adobe illustrator in order to open, modify and create the pattern. the patterns available are created by our users and
open to everybody via our website. additionally, you should have at the very least a dslr camera or hd video camera with a dv card to capture the movements of the garment. you can also use a microphone to record audio when you take picture of the garment. i.e. lectra
v8r1 licenses what we need. currently we have many different styles and colors available. variety of lectra v8r1 licenses you can select from a small selection, an entire collection, or a collection which is a combination of both of them. experiment together with the choice
that is right for your style. media. it is also recommended to have an electronic camcorder or video recorder to capture the movements of the garment in your pictures. copy all the images and videos you like to your computer to do the editing you want. if you are a web
designer or graphic designer, you can work on your content by a photo editing software, such as photoshop or corel draw. or use the media editing tool in your pattern shop instead of an additional program like photoshop, corel draw or apple video editor.
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